
Daq and Cosmic upadets

→ Coda can be run with disabled APVs and reconfirm it with root gui
→ Resolved the issue with 10th  APV of the third module (G2) of L5
→ Collected ~1M cosmic data and performed tracking analysis
→ Fixed the problem with trigger distribution



Running coda with Disabled APV
● Disabled problematic APV on the coda configuration after fixing the problem with readout list

●  Ran coda successfully with this configuration  

This is the 10th APV connected to the 6th MPD of L5



Running Root GUI with Disabled APV

crate_7mpd6 apv9 crate_7mpd6 ap11



Resolved the issue with L5
→ Found the problematic APV completely detached with the readout board
→ Ran coda with HV on the L5 coda configuration

Correct APV

y

G2



Resolved the issue with L5

Resolved!!



Cosmic Run Conditions

● Ar/CO2 : 75/25 was flushed at 15 units/modules through all the           
   modules throughout the run

● Except for 4 modules (2 in 1st, 1 in 2nd, and 1 in 5th) all the other      
   modules were operated at 4100 V; all 20 modules were stable and      
   held HV perfectly all the time

● Cosmic trigger rate ~18 Hz



HV in each module



Track based efficiency 



Track based efficiency 



Daq stability

● Coda was not stable during the cosmic test

● Trigger rate dropped down to zero multiple times but thankfully Bryan was there all time         
      whenever this happened

  - replaced fiber connected to the second crate => no change

  - replaced TI to the second crate => no change in results

 - replaced the first TI (master) with a spare that only has one port  to run the test with            
      crate0 and crate1=> worked but we need TI with two ports

-  David Abbott and Bryan found some problem with the existing TI (master)=> The                 
      mechanism that latches the fiber into place when it's inserted into the transceiver was         
      broken.  Might have happened when it was installed in the crate.

- After this fix Bryan installed the existing TI back to the crate 0 and ran trigger mode =>        
     trigger mode became stable but crate1 MPD 14 readout is still giving error (planning to         
     troubleshoot this issue today)

→ Swapped port 1 and port 5 transceivers
→ Replaced port 1 transceiver with Avago transceiver
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